The five top human life facts
Whatever man has in his service, from religion and belief, and politics and management and
world order to science and knowledge and culture, and economy and business and trade … are
all the facts of human life! (I.e. they are affairs that have shown and proven their
righteousness and finality and have been accepted as final and definite affairs) and we can't
take a part and delete another part from human life and claim that human life is complete and
perfect! Without any of these and even imbalance in equality, transposition, and importance
and equality among them human life won’t be complete! It can be said that by ignoring them
or paying less attention to their role and importance in establishing a complete human life
mankind will be facing numerous dilemmas, which will cause imbalance in his life and cause
a variety of problems and struggles in his life!
There are five main and principle facts in human life and each of them include
several subgroups, such as maintaining world peace and security which is one of the
subgroups of the unit of politics, and or tourism which is one of the subgroups of the group of
culture, and or hygiene which is one of the subgroups of the group of science (Based on the
management of Worldwide Standard Human Society).
These top five human life facts are: 1/ Religion and belief and rituals and human
beliefs, 2/ Universal politics and management and order, 3/ Culture and art and rituals and
customs and all the beauties of human life, 4/ Human science and knowledge, 5/ Universal
human economy and work and trade.
These five facts complete one another and a correct and complete human life is
only possible through the accumulation of these five facts and through the si-multaneous
cooperation and unity of them in a unified human group.
Naturally if any of these five facts deviate from their origin and original and ideal
form they will become disgusting and painful and a catastrophe! But thinking of eliminating
or ignoring each of them with the presumption of them becoming tarnished with Satanic
weaknesses and darkness (The power seeking and penetration of the Satanic 10% in them) is
wrong and a clumsy act.
(The better man distinguished the truths ruling his life, the better life he can form
for himself).
These top five facts … each make up a major part of human life which find their
identity next to each other and in cooperation and balance with one another; imagine a painter
who wants to draw the landscape of human life and wants to delete each of these facts and
ignore them! This is an impossible task, because:

1/ Religion and belief, are the sky of the landscape of human life, how can we
imagine a complete human life without a sky!
2/ Politics and management, are the order of the universe and the order of human
life, how can we imagine human life without order and management and politics!
3/ Culture and art, are the beauty and joy, and pattern and color of human life, how
can we imagine human life without pattern and color and design!
4/ Science and knowledge, are growth and know-ledge, and science and progress of
human life, how can we imagine human life without science and knowledge and progress!
5/ Economy and trade, are job and prosperity and welfare and comfort of human life,
how can we imagine human life without the activity of a dynamic economic system to the
welfare of mankind!
Hence these five elements are the five top facts of human life; ignoring or paying less
attention to each of them in human life is a clumsy act and has roots in schism and enmity
and the penetration of the 10% Satanic in order to make human life painful! The Satanic 10%
tries to dominate over these five top facts of human life and tarnish them with all types of
enmity and schism and ignorant darkness, in order to darken human life and act in a way that
he can't take advantage of the abundance of these true human blessings! ….
The 10% ignorant and prejudiced, selfish and arrogant and power seeking and antihuman are Satanic and by dominating over these human blessings they have inflicted pain
over human beings as much as possible in the course of history and made his life hell; these
five top human life facts have been tools in the hands of the Satanic 10% to sow seeds of
discord and enmity among human beings and keep him in pain and darkness till eternity, as
the Satanic 10% are the enemy of the 70% sage, as the Satan is the enemy of man, as badness
is enemy of goodness, as lies are enemy of truth, as darkness is enemy of light; and this
enmity lasts forever, and until mankind has not reached his human unity he will not be able to
commence a life worthy of himself on this Earth and reach the higher levels of his life and
ascend!
The Satanic 10% (The ignorant, the selfish and the power seeking) put their hands on
religions and make them their own; they put their hands on political centers of power and
make them their own; they put their hands on cultures and make them their own; they put
their hands on science and knowledge and make them their own; they put their hand on the
riches and economy and business of the world and make them their own; so that by making
changes in them they eradicate their benefit and purity; through power and politics they
increase their penetration and dominance over the world, by penetration over religion and
beliefs they take them towards schism and weaken them in order to destroy human unity and
weaken the great power of the 70% facing them; through superstitions and world
worshipping customs and rituals which are all nihilistic they tarnish the nice picture of human
life, they employ incompetent managers for the governments of developing countries to fight
development of science and knowledge and by keeping nations illiterate, they keep the
academic and social growth of nations slow and keep them exploited and finally by putting

hand on the riches of the world they make him poor and hungry and needy and weak to inflict
pain on him and as a result take revenge of mankind; because they are jealous of the 70%
(Humans) and don’t want and can't see their superiority! These five facts are the most
important tools through which the power seeking ignorant dominant maneuver over them and
by using them make human world a place to dominate and rule over!
(The Satanic 10% are ignorant and prejudiced people who want more than they have and by
dominating over all that mankind has, lead to his pain and poverty and lag; development of science
and knowledge and strong and multilateral human management are among the most important
solutions for eradicating the dominance and governance of these ignorant and arrogant people).

Standard humanism is a thought which goes beyond religion, politics and culture and
has the role of cleansing and purifying and guiding human life with the goal of the complete
life which is worthy of mankind; the goal of Standard Human and Standard Humanism is
cleansing the top five human life facts from impurities and improbity which have been
inflicted by the Satanic 10% and as a result guiding human life towards whatever he is
worthy of and forms his healthy life.

Negative forms of the five facts:
1/ Religion and belief incline to: I am right and the others are wrong! 2/ Politics and
management go to power-seeking! 3/ Culture and rituals go to superstition! 4/ Lack of Science and
knowledge go to slavery! 5/ Economy and trade go to money and world worshiping! (Standard
Humanism & Worldwide Standard Human Society will protect and purify the 5 top facts of human life).

The philosophy of Standard Human is the phi-losophy of overall wisdom and
human unity! This way of thought by applying the best policy and international
management, the best and most peaceful human religions and beliefs, the best and most
beautiful cultures, and also having science and knowledge and bountiful and rich economy,
can be more successful at making his human world.
Imagine a gardener who wants to design a garden in its most ideal form and nurture
the most beautiful flowers in it, under these circumstances positive energy and honesty and
his human motivation, his management and order and system, his resources, his knowledge
on flower planting, and finally the beautiful design of the garden building and his greenhouse prove that he is stepping in the right path and he will build his flower garden and his
world in the best possible way; all these proves that he has enough knowledge of
his environment and can manage and lead the world that surrounds him .…
The Universal Society of Standard Human with the above mentioned positive
attributes is the only organization which deserves to manage and as a result improve the life
that is worthy of mankind; scientific, religious, political, economic & cultural permeations
and their cleansing through this universal organization is the best path through which the
countries in the world can find solutions to their improvement and growth and development.

The reason human world beliefs and thoughts insisted on unification of mankind
was that by friendship and cooperation and unification in all aspects of life one can build
human world; but the schism resulting from the penetration of the Satanic 10% among the
group that was not unified in their beliefs has been a reason for this not ever happening;
Standard Human philosophy gives us the chance to target the root of the problems and by
getting equipped with the principles of Standard Humanism and by maintaining the
sovereignty of nations and cultures and beliefs we all reach a human unity through which
Human world can be guided towards its ideal form.
The method Standard Human has for unifying is unlike past traditional methods
and is a new and modern one which has been formed based on observing the right of all
the people in the world and not the right of just a group of people in the world; the
universal management of Standard Human through Universal Society of Standard Human is a
universal and fundamental management, which covers the whole world and all the aspects of
human life with its method of strong management which is fundamental and humanistic and
corrects and turns it over .…
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